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Happy End
The Kurt Weill Foundation, Inc. promotes and perpetuates the legacies of Kurt Weill and Lotte Lenya
by encouraging an appreciation of Weill’s music through support of performances, recordings,
and scholarship, and by fostering an understanding of Weill’s and Lenya’s lives and work within
diverse cultural contexts. It administers the Weill-Lenya Research Center, a Grant and Collaborative
Performance Initiative Program, the Lotte Lenya Competition, the Kurt Weill/Julius Rudel Conducting
Fellowship, the Kurt Weill Prize for scholarship in music theater, and publishes the Kurt Weill Edition
and the Kurt Weill Newsletter. Building upon the legacies of both Weill and Lenya, the Foundation
nurtures talent, particularly in the creation, performance, and study of musical theater in its various
manifestations and media. Since 2012, the Kurt Weill Foundation has administered the musical and
literary estate of composer Marc Blitzstein. www.kwf.org.
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About this resource
This resource is designed for school students in Years 10-12. Activities can be used in the classroom alongside
or separate to Victorian Opera’s production of Happy End.
The activities provided in this resource align with the below Victorian Curriculum Learning Areas:
•

The Arts – Music, Drama and Visual Arts

The table below outlines how the activities designed around each Learning Area align to the Australian
Curriculum General Capabilities.
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Activities have also been designed in accordance with the Victorian Certificate of Education Study Designs for:
Performing Arts
•
•
•
•

Music Performance
Music Investigation
Drama
Theatre Studies

Visual Arts
•
•

Studio Arts
Visual Communication Design
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About the Work
Synopsis
Act One
After a choral prologue sung by the company (‘Hosannah Rockefeller’), the action begins in Bill’s Beer Hall in
Chicago, as Bill Cracker’s criminal gang plots their next caper. When Bill arrives, he confirms that a big heist is
coming up under the direction of his boss, The Fly. The gang celebrates upon hearing the news (‘Bilbao Song’).
The Fly enters and asks Bill to light her cigarette, the signal that Bill is expendable and needs to be killed, as
the gang looks on in shock. After Bill exits, the next scene opens as the Salvation Army, led by Lilian Holiday,
marches into the bar (‘Lieutenants of the Lord’). They try to convert the sinners (‘March Ahead’); when the
gang ridicules Lilian, she stands up to them bravely. Nonetheless, only Bill’s entrance saves her from further
insult. When he orders the Army out of the bar, she stays. Then Bill dismisses the rest of the gang and brings
Lilian a drink. She tries to guide him to salvation first with a Bible story, then a racy song (‘The Sailors’ Tango’).
Unfortunately, the Army members return as she finishes the song, and she is disgraced. Then a cop enters and
arrests Bill for a shooting that took place while they were alone together. Lilian, fearing further scandal, refuses
to back up his alibi.
Act Two
Lilian faces her superiors at the Salvation Army and manages to restore her reputation, until the cop enters and
Lilian admits that she had been alone with Bill when the shooting occurred. She is summarily dismissed, even
though her replacements cannot match her fervour or intelligence. As they begin the nightly service (‘Brother,
Give Yourself a Shove’), the scene shifts to Bill’s bar, where his second-in-command, the Governor, explains
why Bill had to be framed for murder (‘Song of the Big Shot’). We return to the mission, where the service
continues (‘Don’t Be Afraid’). Bill enters and decides to stay (‘In Our Childhood’s Bright Endeavor’), even
though Lilian isn’t there. The scene changes back to the bar; Lilian enters and informs the gang members that
Bill is out of jail, so the gang members dash back to the mission to do him in. The Governor enters the mission,
gun drawn, and tells the Army members to keep going (‘The Liquor Dealer’s Dream’). He forces Bill outside at
gunpoint, and a struggle and gunshot are heard offstage. Bill dashes inside and leaves through the back window
as Lilian returns.
Act Three
Christmas Eve. The gang, minus the Governor, assembles in the bar (‘The Mandalay Song’). The Fly’s voice
comes in through a gramophone to give instructions and dispense alibis for the big heist that night. As the
gang exits, Lilian comes in for one more try to save Bill (‘Surabaya Johnny’). Bill is moved but won’t admit
it (‘Song of the Big Shot’, reprise) as The Fly sneaks in the back door and looks on. Bill realises he has failed
to fulfill his assignment and rushes out. Lilian, in despair, resolves to return to the Salvation Army. The gang
enters, flushed with success, until they realise that Bill failed to pick up the loot. Then The Fly reveals that she
has it, and that Bill must die before he blows the whistle on the gang (‘Ballad of the Lily of Hell’). Lilian returns
to the Salvation Army, but they spurn her; likewise with Bill when he arrives. Lilian appeals to their Christian
spirit, without success, until the gang members enter to finish Bill off. Then the cop returns to arrest the gang
for bank robbery and Bill for murder. But he fails–the Governor reappears with only a slight wound, and the
gang members recite their alibis. Midnight strikes, and The Fly walks in. As she points her gun at Bill, one of the
Salvation Army members recognises her as his long-lost wife. She donates the loot to the Salvation Army as Bill
and Lilian announce their engagement, and the gang decides to join the Salvation Army so they can fight their
common enemy, heartless capitalists.

Synopsis retrieved from the Kurt Weill Foundation webpage.
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Creative Team
Composer

Kurt Weill

Lyrics			

Bertolt Brecht

Book				Elisabeth Hauptmann
English adaptation

Michael Feingold

Phoebe Briggs
Conductor

Matthew Lutton
Director

Marg Horwell
Set and Costume
Designer

Paul Jackson
Lighting Designer

The Lady in Gray
(The Fly)
Ali McGregor

Mr. Truppo
(The Governor)
Kurt Kansley

Sam Wurlitzer
Euan Fistrovic Doidge

David Franzke
Sound Designer

Characters and cast

Bill Cracker
(Beerhall Bill)
Adam Murphy
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Characters and cast continued...

Jimmy Dexter
(The Reverend)
Hamish Johnston

Bob Marker
(The Professor)
Ben Grant

Johnny Flint
(Baby Face)
Ras-Samuel Welda’abzgi

Major Stone
Jennifer Vuletic

Brother Jackson
Richard Pyros

Lieutenant Lilian Holiday
(Hallelujah Lil)
Lucy Maunder

Sister Mary
Emily Burke

Sister Jane
Olivia Cranwell

Ensemble

Lachlan Bartlett

Alastair Cooper-Golec

Anne Gasko

Chiew-Jin Khut

Adam Lyon

Bridget Mylecharane

Anna-Lee Robertson

Benjamin Barker
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A background to Happy End
Premiering in 1929, Happy End was the second collaboration of Bertolt Brecht, Elisabeth Hauptmann and Kurt
Weill and proved to be more difficult to produce than their earlier work, The Threepenny Opera. It was described
as ‘a popular piece with operatic traits that satirises the type of happy end required at all costs on stage and
screen’ by the Salzburger Volksblatt.
The idea for the work came from a variety of sources. Brecht read one of Hauptmann’s short stories, ‘Bessie
soundso: eine Geschichte von der Heilsarmee’, which explored religiosity in the modern world via the Salvation
Army. He approached her with a storyline and asked her to write the play, choosing to write the lyrics for the
songs only.
Another influence appears in Paul Wiegler’s collection of essays from 1916, Figuren, in which he studies the
founder of the Salvation Army, General William Booth, and the practice of religious conversion through
the singing of psalms. This appealed to Brecht’s interest in the connection between business and religion.
Furthermore, Brecht’s interest in American culture was fostered with Gustave Myers’s three volume History of
Great American Fortunes, from 1910-11, which provided a comprehensive study on the US and its accumulation
of wealth. These two works, as well as Hauptmann’s story helped to form the basis of what would become
Happy End.
The songs that feature in the work were drawn from several existing poems which Weill set to music. Brecht
wasn’t concerned with writing original song lyrics, but more with how they worked within the piece to
interrupt and shed light on the action, how they were performed, the ways in which they were delivered
by performers, and most importantly, how they related to each character or the plot. Weill also made the
conscious decision to treat the songs as individual compositions that could stand on their own.
The rehearsal period was slowed down by continual rewriting. Brecht struggled to write the final act and
ignored suggestions made by the production’s director, Erich Engel. Their disagreements eventually led to
their falling out and to Engel’s abandonment of the production one week before its premiere. Brecht stepped
in to direct the work.
The music score also went through multiple revisions during the rehearsal process. Weill described his
collaboration with the musicians of the Lewis Ruth band during the rehearsal period as creative and that they
allowed him to work out the appropriate instrumentation.
A number of high profile critics turned out for the opening performance, many of which identified similarities
between Happy End and The Threepenny Opera, but pointed out that the latter was the better of the two. Not
many critics liked Happy End and were dismissive of it, instead praising the performances of the cast and
occasionally the music.
The production only saw thirty performances (a short run for this type of work) and wasn’t staged again until
1958. During this time, the music found another life in sheet music and recordings, and Lotte Lenya (Weill’s
wife) performed a number of songs in concert. Brecht and Hauptmann also attempted to reshape some of the
thematic elements and lyrics in their works that followed.
When Happy End was performed again, changes were made to the text by the director Gerhard Matzner,
which moderated its political content and led to a more positive reception by the press. It then went on to
be performed in Edinburgh and London in the 1960s, New Haven, USA in 1972 and 1975, before opening on
Broadway in 1977. Meryl Streep was cast as Lilian Holiday in the Broadway performance, while Christopher
Lloyd played the role of Bill Cracker.
The work also received Tony Award nominations for best original score and best musical, and Elisabeth
Hauptmann received a nomination for best book of a musical.
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The Arts – Music
About Kurt Weill
Life
Kurt Weill is considered one of the most versatile and influential composers of musical theatre in the twentieth
century.
Born in Dessau, Germany in 1900, Weill began playing piano and writing songs when he was twelve years old.
In 1915, he began studying piano, composition, theory and conducting with Albert Bing, the Kapellmeister
at Dessau’s Court Theatre. He moved to Berlin in 1918 to begin studying at the Hochschule für Musik under
composer Engelbert Humperdinck but left after completing his first year as he found the training and his
infrequent lessons with Humperdinck limiting.
In 1920, he began studying with Ferruccio Busoni, an Italian composer, pianist, conductor, editor, writer, and
teacher, who was at that time working and living in Berlin. During his studies with Busoni, the first public
performance of one of Weill’s works took place, a children’s pantomime Die Zaubernacht (The Magic Night),
which premiered in 1922. Shortly after that, the Berlin Philharmonic performed his Divertimento for Orchestra
and the Hindemith-Amar Quartet performed his String Quartet, Op. 8. By the time he completed his studies
with Busoni, in late 1923, Weill was becoming known as one of the leading composers of his generation.
Weill fled Germany in 1933 with the rising threat of fascism and the Nazi Party. He went to Paris first, but after
failing to re-establish his career, travelled to the United States of America in 1935 to oversee Max Reinhardt’s
production of Franz Wefel’s biblical epic Der Weg der Verheissung, for which he had written the score. Weill
quickly saw success in America after being recruited by the Group Theatre to collaborate with the playwright
Paul Green on a musical play, Johnny Johnson. Following the success of this work and seeing the potential of
commercial theatre, he decided to stay in the US and applied for American citizenship.
Over the next decade he established a name for himself on the American musical theatre scene and enlisted
leading dramatists and playwrights as collaborators. Many of his works found success including Lady in the
Dark (book by Moss Hart with lyrics by Ira Gerswhin, 1941), One Touch of Venue (book by S.J. Perelman, lyrics
by Odgen Nash, 1943), Love Life (book and lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner, 1948) and his final work, Lost in the Stars
(book and lyrics by Maxwell Anderson, 1949). Of these works, Love Life and Lost in the Stars helped develop the
musical theatre genre, challenged the Broadway industry, and influenced contemporary and future musical
theatre composers.
Compositional style
Weill’s compositions are commonly split into two periods and styles:
the first centres around the works he composed when he was living in
Germany, which were of a more traditional classical style, focussed on
the creation of symphonic works and opera; the second alludes to the
works he composed while he was living in America and his adoption and
domination of the more popular style of composition used in musical
theatre genre.
Much of his life’s work was devoted to the composition and production
of opera and musical theatre. Throughout his career, his works were
shaped by the different cultures he resided in and drew from both
his early study in classical composition and his strong interest in the
different jazz forms. His ability to combine a variety of forms and
styles, both old and new, made him the master of the mixed genre
and allowed him to capture the messages and themes of the songs he
composed for.

Image 1
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Collaboration with Bertolt Brecht
Weill’s collaboration with Bertolt Brecht began in 1927 with the ‘Songspiel’, Mahagonny, which was
commissioned by the Baden-Baden Music Festival. It was comprised of nine poems written by Brecht and
set to music by Weill who used a number of different styles and techniques, such as ragtime, jazz and formal
counterpoint. Its success later led to the development of the work into a full-length opera in 1930 called
Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny (Rise and Fall of the City of Mahagonny).
Their first major production was Die Dreigroschenoper (The Threepenny Opera) based on John Gay’s The Beggar’s
Opera, which was discovered and translated into German by their colleague, Elisabeth Hauptmann. Brecht
turned the action of this work into a bitter satire on the bourgeois society of post-war Germany. The music
score was harsh and biting, jazzy and ‘hauntingly melancholy’. The work was an immediate success and some of
the songs, such as ‘The Ballad of Mack the Knife’ and ‘Pirate Jenny’, have become popular standards performed
by many musicians today.
Happy End, a play with music, premiered the following year but unfortunately did not do well, despite general
praise for the songs. It was written with the intention to recapture the spirit and magic of Die Dreigroschenoper.
It had a very short run in the theatre and wasn’t revived again until 1958.
Other works included the radio cantatas Das Berliner Requiem and Der Lindberghflug/Der Ozeanflug (1929; The
Lindbergh Flight) and their school-opera Der Jasager (1930; The Yes Sayer).
As their collaboration progressed, Weill became increasingly uncomfortable with the limitations Brecht placed
on the role of music in his political plays. Weill eventually sought out other collaborators such as the famous
stage designer Caspar Neher, with whom he produced Die Bürgschaft (1931; The Pledge), and Georg Kaiser,
producing Der Silbersee (1932; The Silver Lake).
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Interview with the Music Director, Phoebe Briggs
In the interview below, Happy End’s Music Director, Phoebe Briggs, discusses Kurt Weill’s music for this
production and how the orchestration adds to the work’s thematic material. She also shares how she became a
music director and provides some helpful advice for young musicians.
What is the music director’s role, and does it differ to the role of the music director for an opera?
Essentially, it’s the same. The music director or conductor often works with the cast leading up to the
production rehearsals, collaborating with the artists individually and helping them learn their roles musically.
On day one of the rehearsal period the cast comes together and the music director rehearses the whole show
musically. Once the production rehearsals start the music director works closely with the director to rehearse
and shape the production. Each day a few scenes or sections of the show or opera are rehearsed musically and
then ‘blocked’ (setting the action of the stage) and rehearsed and gradually the show takes shape. The working
relationship between the music director and the director is very important and their successful collaboration
often contributes to a cohesive production, musically and dramatically. The music director needs to be aware
of the dramatic requirements on stage, as the director needs to be aware of the vocal requirements of each
singer.
Once in the theatre, the music director conducts the performance, as would a conductor of an opera.
Sometimes, such as in our show, the music director also plays an instrument in the band, most likely a keyboard
instrument such as piano or synthesizer and leads the performance with their playing as well as conducting
when necessary.
Is this the first time you’ve conducted a work by Kurt Weill?
Yes, it is. I’ve always admired his music and enjoyed seeing productions of his work but have never had the
opportunity to work on one of his shows.
Does the music of Kurt Weill have a particular style?
The music of Kurt Weill has a very definite ‘sound’. When you hear one of his songs you can really tell that it is
one of his compositions. There is a combination of rhythm, instrumentation and word setting that distinguishes
his work from other composers’. The songs are often almost spoken or spoken at pitch as well as sung. It’s a
particular way of delivering lyrics that helps to tell the story. The libretto is set to music in such a way that
the rhythm used emphasises the text well. There is also quite a lot of freedom in the delivery of a song for a
performer to break out of the written rhythm to colour certain words or phrases.
Can you tell us a little bit about Happy End? What are some of the characteristics in the music to listen out
for?
The characters of Happy End are quite distinctly in two groups, the Gang and the Salvation Army and their
Fold and the music reflects this clearly as well. The Salvation Army songs are either hymn- or sermon-like,
with some almost sounding like political propaganda, and the Gang’s songs are often quite jazzy and raucous.
Weill’s orchestration is masterful and he creates a soundscape that seems to be produced from a much larger
ensemble than nine players.
The musical was written in 1929 (revised in 1932) and is set in Chicago in 1911 so we hear the jazz and musical
theatre influences of the time in the score. Listen out for the tango style in Lilian’s ‘The Sailors’ Tango’ and the
madcap rapid-fire ‘Mandalay Song’ that Sam and the Gang sing. The bank robbery is scored with what sounds
like a silent-movie accompaniment, consisting of themes that have been used in songs beforehand and jumping
quickly from section to section to match the action onstage. Listen out also for the famous ‘Surabaya –
Johnny’, a tour de force from Lilian, The Fly’s declamatory ‘Ballad of the Lily of Hell’ and the Governor and Bill’s
joyous and satirical ‘Ballad of the Big Shot’.
How are some of the themes of the work represented in the music score?
The Salvation Army songs are often accompanied by the harmonium, saxophones, brass and percussion. Weill
uses simple rhythms and the songs are either hymn-like or ‘motivational’ in sound, such as ‘Lieutenants of the
Lord’ which is quite military in style.
P. 10 / 32
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The Gang has a more raucous, jazzy, bigband sound. Weill uses the foxtrot style in numbers like ‘Song of the
Big Shot’ and the second section of the Prologue, and uses a beerhall song style for ‘Bilbao Song’.
Can you speak to your preparation process. What work do you do to prepare and where do you ideally want to
be with the piece by the time rehearsals begin?
For my preparation process I play through the piano vocal score on the piano, listen to recordings, study
the full score, read articles or essays about the show and work with the singers. It’s important to be very
familiar with the soundscape and dramatic arc of each song as it sits in the play and to have a really thorough
knowledge of the musical shape of the show before the production rehearsals start.
What’s the instrumentation of this work? Have the instruments been chosen for a particular purpose?
The band consists of nine players:
Alto saxophone (doubling Piccolo, Flute and Clarinet in B flat)
Tenor saxophone (doubling Clarinet in B flat and Bass saxophone in B flat)
Trumpet in B flat
Trombone
Banjo (doubling (Bass) guitar and Hawaiian guitar or Mandolin)
Accordion
Piano/Harmonium (2 players)
Percussion (snare drum, cymbals, bass drum, chimes, woodblock, triangle, tam-tam, cowbell, bird whistle and 3
tom-toms)
The instruments are used in different combinations to create textures and atmosphere depending on the
dramatic moment on stage. It’s not often that you hear a bass saxophone in a band; it is used in this score for
the jazzier tunes. The mandolin, banjo and piano accordion all add a very specific colour to the soundscape.
With no strings included in the orchestration the bulk of the lush side of the soundscape comes from the
woodwind instruments.
How did you become a music director and what drew you to opera and musical theatre to begin with?
I began working in opera and music theatre as a repetiteur, which means I coached singers by helping them
prepare their roles, played piano for production and stage rehearsals, conducted any backstage singers’ or
band’s cues, and played any keyboard instrument in the orchestra, where required. A few years ago, I was
given the opportunity to be an assistant conductor for a show and from there was offered more work as a
conductor/music director.
What drew me to opera and music theatre was the combination of incredible singers, amazing orchestras and
wonderful works. They are such powerful artforms, both different but equally as exciting. There is nothing like
the thrill of hearing an opera singer soar over the full force of an orchestra or hearing and seeing an incredible
dance and song routine in music theatre, accompanied by an exciting band.
What advice would you offer to any secondary school or tertiary students interested in becoming a music
director?
My advice would be to try and see and hear as many different types of music and theatre as you can, whether
it be opera, music theatre, spoken theatre or a jazz band, every single bit of music that you experience adds to
your overall wealth of knowledge and it’s so important to keep stoking your imagination by hearing and seeing
different types of the arts.
If you are interested in becoming a conductor it is a good idea to learn languages as well, for example
French, Italian and German. Operas are most often written in these languages and it is important to be able
to understand what the characters are saying. The Happy End book is written in German and the work is
performed in both the original language and an English translation (as we are presenting).
If you play an instrument, keep going! It’s very useful to have keyboard or piano skills as a music director as you
can rehearse with singers and collaborate that way. One thing to remember is that music is a lifelong study!
Enjoy!!
Victorian Opera: Happy End
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Orchestration
The band for Happy End consists of nine musicians and is made up of the instruments listed on the table below.
Some of the musicians playing woodwind and guitar instruments are also required to play a number of other
instruments throughout the performance. For example, the alto saxophonist will also be playing the piccolo,
flute and clarinet in B flat while the banjo player will also be playing the bass guitar, Hawaiian guitar and
mandolin.

Instrumental family
Woodwind

Brass
Strings

Squeezebox
Keyboard
Percussion
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Instrument
Piccolo
Flute
Clarinet in B flat
Alto saxophone
Tenor saxophone
Bass saxophone in B flat
Trumpet in B flat
Trombone
Banjo
Bass guitar
Hawaiian guitar
Mandolin
Harmonium
Accordion
Piano
Snare drum
Cymbals
Bass drum
Chimes
Woodblock
Triangle
Tam-tam
Cowbell
Bird whistle
Tom-toms x 3
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Music – Activities
Activity one: Research essay
Choose one of the below topics and write a 1,000-word essay, citing at least five sources to support your
findings.
1. How did Kurt Weill influence modern-day musical theatre?
2. How does Kurt Weill’s earlier style of composition differ to the works he composed later in his life? Choose
one work from the time he was living in Germany and one work from the time he was living in America and
complete an analysis that highlights the differences in style and the major influences found in the work.

Activity two: Rhythmic dictation
Clap or play the below rhythm on an instrument and ask your students to transcribe the rhythm on some
manuscript. The rhythm can be repeated up to six times.

Activity three: Melodic dictation
Play the below rhythm on a piano or keyboard and ask your students to transcribe the melody on some
manuscript. Give your students the time and key signatures, as well as the starting note and its value. The
melody can be repeated up to eight times.

Victorian Opera: Happy End
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Music – Activities
Activity four: Song analysis
Listen to the below songs from Happy End.
Song one: ‘Song of the Big Shot’ – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EMFXJ4n3bHI
Song two: ‘The Sailor’s Tango’ – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkbs-vsubkk
Complete the following steps:
1. Identify the style of each song.
2. Research and write down five characteristics typical of each style.
3. Make a list of how the characteristics you identified in step two appear in each song.

Activity five: Composition
Go to page 12 of this resource and make note of the orchestration used in Happy End.
Using some or all of these instruments, compose a melodic line for voice and an accompaniment using the
below lyrics taken from ‘Brother, give yourself a shove’, from Happy End.
Brother, give yourself a shove
Let yourself not waver
If you the love the Lord above
If you love the Lord above
He will keep you in his favour
Brother, give yourself a shove
Brother, give yourself a shove
Brother, give yourself a shove.
Present a recording of your composition to your classmates and explain the style you chose and why you used
the compositional devices that you did.
Finally, listen to Weill’s version from Happy End found here and compare your composition with the original.
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The Arts – Drama & Theatre Studies
About Bertolt Brecht
Bertolt Brecht (1898-1956) was a poet, playwright and theatre reformer and is commonly regarded as one of
the most influential playwrights of the twentieth century.
Born in Augsburg, Germany, Brecht initially studied medicine, while writing poetry and plays. However, after
serving in a military hospital during World War I, he decided to give up medicine and seriously pursue a career
as a playwright.
A staunch Marxist, Brecht’s plays were banned from being produced in the 1930s by the Nazi Party. As the
situation became more precarious, he went into exile in 1933, moving first to Denmark, then to Finland. In
1941, he moved to the United States of America, settling in California, hoping to find work in Hollywood.
However, his plays soon caught the attention of the House of Un-American Activities Committee where
he was called to give evidence on his works and their political ideologies. Worried he would be arrested for
perjury, he left America for Switzerland where he began work on developing his theory of ‘epic theatre’, a type
of political theatre that used a range of theatrical devices to address contemporary issues (see more on page
16).
He returned to Germany in 1949 with an invitation to produce one of his plays in East Berlin. He eventually
formed his own theatre company, the Berliner Ensemble, which he described as ‘a theatre for the children
of the scientific age’. He persuaded a number of high-profile actors, singers, composers, playwrights and
directors to join the ensemble as well as young artists who he mentored as directors, dramaturgs, designers
and actors. The Berliner Ensemble became the country’s most famous theatre company and boasted an
international reputation.
Works
Some of Brecht’s most famous plays include Mutter Courage und ihre Kinder (1941; Mother Courage and Her
Children), a chronicle play of the Thirty Years’ War; Der gute Mensch von Sezuan (1943; The Good Woman of
Setzuan), a parable play set in pre-war China; Herr Puntila und sein Knecht Matti (1948; Herr Puntila and His Man
Matti), a Volksstück (popular play) about a Finnish farmer who oscillates between churlish sobriety and drunken
good humour; and Der kaukasische Kreidekreis (1949; The Caucasian Chalk Circle), the story of a struggle for
possession of a child between their highborn mother, who deserts them, and the servant girl who looks after
them.
A poet first, he wrote different forms of poetry including occasional poems, poems he set to music and
performed, songs and poems for his plays, personal poems reflecting on his anecdotes and thoughts, and
political poems.
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Epic theatre
Brecht perceived classical theatre, the style that had been passed down from Aristotle and his peers, as a style
that allowed audiences to escape reality and become emotionally attached to the characters. In contrast, he
believed theatre to be a tool to have audiences think and question the world they lived in. Rather than sitting
passively and getting lost in the story unfolding before them, Brecht wanted his audiences to be objective and
unemotional during performances of his work so they could be critical of society.
In order to achieve these goals, he used a series of theatrical devices and techniques to continuously remind
an audience that they were watching a presentation of life. He termed this style of theatre ‘epic theatre’ and
referred to the technique of distancing audiences from emotional involvement as verfremdungseffekt or the
‘alienation effect’.
Some of the devices and techniques Brecht used included:
• Breaking the fourth wall: Actors would turn and address the audience directly with a speech, comment or
question thereby breaking through the invisible wall with the audience.
• Montage: Short movie clips showing factual events would be edited together for use during a play to
highlight the issues Brecht wanted to convey.
• Use of song, music and dance: Songs were included to remind an audience that what they were watching
on stage was not real life. Songs could sometimes sound upbeat and cheery, but the lyrics were dark.
• Narration: Narrators were used to encourage audience members to think about what they were seeing
on stage. Sometimes they would even tell the audience what was going to happen before it happened,
because if the audience knew the outcome they may not get as emotionally involved.
• Minimal set, costume, props and lighting: Brecht always sought a brightly lit stage and wanted sets to be
more suggestive rather than realistic. Actors were given minimal props to work with and were often asked
to use their props in several different ways.
• Coming out of character: Actors would come out of character to remind the audience they were watching
a piece of fiction. This was especially effective during a heightened moment in the drama.
• Using placards: Placards and projection screens were used to provide additional factual information, to
introduce characters or a new scene in generic ways, or to let the audience know when the scene had
ended.
• Freeze frames / Tableaux: To break the action, actors would go into a freeze frame. This would allow the
narrator to speak or the actor to break character so the audience could stop and think critically.
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About Elisabeth Hauptmann
Elisabeth Hauptmann was originally from North Rhine-Westphalia and was born to an affluent, physician
father and German-American mother. Her education was delivered at home and included lessons in music and
languages. She and her siblings also performed their own plays.
In 1918, she began teaching wealthy military families in Germany’s rural eastern provinces but soon began to
loathe the hierarchical power structure and politics of this conservative society. She moved to Berlin in 1922 to
start a new life immersed in the liberal culture of Weimar.
Her fluency in English and French gave her an advantage when she began working as an assistant for Bertolt
Brecht in 1924. Not only did she aid him in his research, but she also worked with him in developing his ideas
and scouting for interesting material to adapt, both in Germany and abroad.
Hauptmann came across the eighteenth-century ballad opera, The Beggar’s Opera in 1927 following its
successful revival in London. She translated the English libretto, written by John Gay, into German and
introduced the work to Brecht. Her work on the libretto saw her become a collaborator alongside Brecht and
Weill and their adaption of it to Die Dreigroschenoper (The Threepenny Opera). She went on to collaborate with
Weill and Brecht again with Happy End, Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny and Des Jasager.
The rising power of the Nazi Party in 1933 disrupted her work with Brecht, and while he fled Germany,
Hauptmann remained behind to save their manuscripts from being confiscated. She was arrested and
interrogated later in the year, and once released, left for Paris to join Brecht.
In 1934, she moved to St Louis to live with her sister and supported herself by teaching German to local
students. She also continued her work supporting Brecht’s literary works. Hauptmann would continue to
support Brecht and his literary output even after he died in 1956, serving as his literary executor for the
German publishing house Suhrkamp Verlag and working as a dramaturg for the Berliner Ensemble, founded by
Brecht and his wife, Helene Weigel.
She eventually moved back to Germany with her husband, Paul Dessau, a German composer and conductor,
and remained there until her death in 1973.
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Interview with the Director, Matthew Lutton
In the interview below, director Matthew Lutton discusses the themes in Happy End and the theatre techniques
Brecht incorporated into the production as part of the epic theatre model.
Matthew also discusses his rehearsal preparation process, and how he ended up working as an opera and
theatre director.
Can you explain the role of a director in a musical theatre production?
In this case as a director, the material was brought to me by Victorian Opera. I then responded to the musical
about what the vision might be for the production, and then the big main steps were casting, working with the
designers and then rehearsal.
First of all, the director looks at building the design team. I select the lighting designer and set and costume
designer and we really look at what we want the visual world and the focus of the production to be. I then also
work with the music director very collaboratively on the casting of the singers. Then essentially, it’s leading
the rehearsal room and being responsible for the staging, not the musical preparation, but the staging and the
acting, and then bringing the technical elements together when we’re in the theatre.
Have you ever directed a Kurt Weill and Bertolt Brecht production before?
I have not. This is the first time I’ve directed a work by Brecht or by Weill.
Tell us a little bit about Happy End. What are some of the themes of this work and how are you planning to
explore them on stage?
Happy End is a piece that Brecht and Weill called an ‘anti-capitalist musical’. They are Germans and they were
worried at the time, as we are still worried, about the way that capitalism can cause oppression and confusion
and poverty and essentially create disruption in the class systems. They decided to use America as a symbol; it’s
really important that in Happy End it’s not about America and they’re not Americans making this work. This is
not an American musical, it’s a German musical, but they used America as the symbol of where that capitalism
is most present.
I think what Happy End is about is the way that, in a capitalist society, you can be blinkered into who the
enemies are. But you can end up banding in your own camp, in this case, either a gang of criminals or a
religious organisation, where you think that that is the priority, and you live by that ideology. But you actually
forget that it’s a larger systemic problem, and you end up fighting your colleagues as opposed to fighting the
bigger system. I think that’s the big theme that Happy End is trying to unpack which is really complicated.
It’s a really interesting piece in that the story is very fun and genre-based, it’s a gangster story. But the songs,
unlike an American musical, don’t progress the narrative, they’re little stories inside themselves and a lot
of them are about gentrification, a lot of them about the world changing around you and the shame of that
change and how the soul gets pulled out of it. Also, a lot of it is about sex, and the liberty to express yourself
sexually and enjoy sex, and there’s a lot of lament that this has been taken away by society.
How do you take those things and then make sure that they come out on stage?
Firstly, I think part of it is in the design, that is a big part of this show, and how to understand that America is a
symbol and how to express that through a layer of abstraction. For example, we’re keeping it set in the period,
but very consciously alerting the audience that we know we’re in Australia, we know where we are now, and
we’re performing as if we’re pretending to be in America one hundred years ago. So, it’s very conscious: it’s
not like we’re trying to convince the audience that we’re in America, but we’re very much admitting we’re
using America as a tool to discuss these ideas.
I really want to bring out the idea that the Salvation Army and the gangsters are very similar and you could
essentially blend them, and you might not recognise the two. I think the Salvation Army can be very violent
and they are obsessed with money and the gangsters actually have a whole sense of belief and are feeling like
they’re doing goodwill, like Robin Hood, for the better of the community. So, those two organisations can blur.
We’ve therefore created a set design where the world between those two blur so that you can mix between
them, and sometimes you can’t tell the difference.
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Brecht is known for employing a variety of theatre techniques that break through the fourth wall to
encourage audience members to be objective viewers. Does this apply to Happy End and if so, how does he
use some of these techniques in this work and then how will you implement them on stage, if at all?
It certainly does influence Happy End. I think this is why it’s really important to understand with Happy End
that it’s a German piece, not an American musical. I think the idea of Brecht and his theatre approach can
often be really misunderstood. It’s got a much stronger relationship to the style of cabaret, meaning that
the actor engages with the audience and goes back into the story, that they’re very aware and shift in both.
That’s not that radical today at all but at the time it was because you have to remember when in the 1920s
and 30s, realism, [Henrik] Ibsen and [Anton] Chekhov were the main theatrical forms, and they were all about
completely trying to create a reality of the middle class on stage. So for an actor to suddenly turn out and
talk to the audience was really quite shocking. It was going back to the Elizabethan style, it was going back to
Shakespeare, so it was quite a big break in convention. I think Brecht’s approach is always about entertaining
and the joy of theatre, but then turning to the audience and saying, ‘make sure you have a think about this after
the show’.
Happy End does that in that there’s a story and then the songs. The songs don’t progress the narrative like in
an American musical. They were written separately to the script; they weren’t even written with the script in
mind. They were written as songs and then they got placed in the script. They released the songs before the
opening of the show, so people knew the songs, they were available to take home and play on the piano as
popular songs. They’re much more like foot notes in a book where suddenly you go, we’re talking about a time
in which we felt free in the world, but we no longer do now, just like footnote one: that brothel we used to go
to and then they go into that song. Or just like the story of the sailors who went sailing and never found home.
They’re used as footnotes or little poems or songs that illustrate a point that’s happening, but they’re very
directly to the audience. In the show, you’ll see that there’s a reality created in all the scenes and then literally,
a spotlight can come up on an actor for a song, and they step off the set and come and stand in the orchestra
and sing to everyone in the theatre and then jump back into the set and start the scene again. So, there’s a
jarring there.
What do you look for in the script or the book when developing the concept for staging a work?
I look for what the subtext is. I look for what the core idea is underneath. Obviously, there’s a whole layer
of narrative. There’s a gang, there’s a mistaken shooting, there’s a bank robbery and there’s a crisis of faith
between Lilian and Bill, but that’s all at the narrative level. I guess I’m looking at the level underneath that,
what’s driving the motivations and the politics and the psychology, and then I try and let that inform the design
and the performance style. That really gives the core of what we’re trying to say and what we’re doing. Then
I try and turn that into entertainment. It’s trying to find how to turn something into humour, what humour to
bring out in the performances and which moments to really not play for humour, but actually make it very, very
serious so they really land. Which are the songs to really have huge amounts of fun with and just make them a
fabulous all-encompassing experience and which are the ones that we need to listen really carefully to, to make
sure we take away the deeper resonances of the piece. So, it’s looking at how to tonally control the piece.
Can you speak to your process when it comes to preparing for rehearsals? What work do you do to prepare
and where do you ideally want to be with the work when the cast walks in on day one of rehearsals?
I don’t prepare all the blocking and I don’t prepare details of each scene. But what I do prepare is what I want
the arcs of the show and all the characters to be. I know what the visual journey of the show is, so I know
what happens in my mind in each scene visually. I know how the arc works and I’m clear on where I want the
individual characters’ peaks to be and the journey of them in the performance. But I let how we then realise
that be guided by the performers. It’s more like setting up a playground and watching the actors and saying,
I think we enter here, I think we start the scene with this sort of energy, I want us to build this energy by the
end and let’s have a look at how we can achieve that. That’s really about responding to what the performers are
doing in front of you because I think if it’s pre-planned to a degree you end up creating what was in your mind
as opposed to what’s coming to life in front of you. Performers will always give their best performance if it
comes from their own instinct. If they just do what you ask them to do, it will never really feel like they’re doing
something they have a connection to.
So, I arrive to rehearsals with a lot of foundation, but also, it’s a foundation to then feel free and be playful with
and to make lots of crazy choices.
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When you refer to the arc is that where the highest point of the drama is and then how you want to lead up to
and come away from it?
Yeah, it’s about looking at, for example in Happy End, where the most moments of violence or menace are and
obviously not to start there. The gang can’t start too intense otherwise we’re never going to have somewhere
to build to. Looking at the characters that lose faith like Lilian and Bill, I feel like they need to start with faith so
that they can then lose it. So, it’s looking at all those things because it would be easy to start in the wrong place
and therefore have nowhere to go.
Do you need to know how to read music to direct musical theatre or opera?
I think you probably do. I don’t think it’s a hard and fast rule. I think lots of directors do direct opera and
musicals without reading music. But, even if you can’t read music, you need to be very music literate, because
I think operas and musicals are about the music. If the music isn’t brilliant, if the songs aren’t fantastic, doesn’t
matter how good the script is, the script can’t save the music. Although, I think it can work the other way
around where you can have a bad script, but the songs revive it. But if it’s a really good script and bad songs,
it’s never going to work. So, I think you need to know or need to have an instinct of how to bring music to life
and how to use music to tell the story, use music to paint pictures, use music to move people. So you don’t
have to be able to read it, but I think you have to know how to respond to music. I would say that you want
to speak the language of music and therefore being able to read it is a good step to being able to speak the
language.
I guess in that respect, the performers would probably bring their own response to the music to the rehearsal
room as well.
Well, I think being able to read the music also allows you to talk technically with the singers and the music
director about effect because often you can say you want to make this matter bigger or you want to pick up
the pace of this section. But if you can’t actually say, it’s that phrase or it’s when we do the key shift or when
we’re at this bar or it’s actually holding that crotchet longer... If you want to be able to get into the detail of
how to create that effect, being able to read music can save a lot of time.
Can you tell us a little bit about yourself? What was it about opera and theatre that drew you to it and how
did you become a director?
What drew me to it was always creating fantasy worlds, really. I’ve always really loved the idea of creating and
watching people create and collaborating with people to create an alternative universe. I just love the idea
of being in a dark space and out of that conjuring ghosts and old stories and new stories and transporting an
audience into a different world for an hour and a half or two hours. The world-building has always fascinated
me and that’s what I love.
How did I become a director? I grew up in Perth. I knew I wanted to be a director quite early when I realised I
was a very bad actor, and I didn’t really enjoy acting. I went to the West Australian Academy of Performing Arts
and studied there. But the best thing I did was find some colleagues that were like-minded and started making
my own work. For ten years in Perth, I ran my own little independent company. We made two shows a year and
that was the best way to practice, to just make work. You develop your team, you develop your tastes, your
style. I think you can’t really be a theatre director without directing, you have to actually do it. I’ve never done
a class on theatre directing, I’ve never been taught how to direct theatre. I’ve had to learn it by doing it and by
being mentored by other directors. It is a craft, it’s a hands-on thing because you only direct with other people,
and so you need to practice with other people.
Did you seek out certain mentors or did they come to you naturally as you progressed and engaged with
different people?
I did both. I was really lucky in Perth. There were some mentors that absolutely took me under their wing.
The best thing that they did was they were there for me to answer lots of questions, but they also gave me
complete freedom. I look back now, and I really realise the gift that they gave by saying, do whatever show you
want to do and work it out and we’ll be here when you’re panicked or when you’re anxious and we can talk it
through. But they never instructed me on what to do.
Then when I wanted to move to the east coast, I sought out several directors that I thought I could learn from
and I are asked to be or applied to be their assistant, which gave me many new skills and introduced me to the
industry on the east Coast. It also affirmed that the best thing to do is often just ask someone, ‘can
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I be your assistant, or can I come and watch rehearsals?’ There are very few directors that would say no. I think
most directors want to support other directors. I always advocate for going and knocking on doors and saying,
‘hello, can you share with me?’
Do you have any advice for secondary school or tertiary students interested in pursuing a career as a director?
See as much as you can. Be a sponge, go around and try and see as many shows as you want or as you can and
is possible for you to see (it’s very hard in Covid times), because I think you will either be deeply inspired, or
you’ll hate it, and you’ll learn what you don’t want to do. You’ll start to learn your instinct and what you are
passionate about.
The two other pieces of advice are, you learn, as I said, by doing. You can think about directing a lot, but you
actually have to work with actors in a rehearsal room to practice the craft. So, look at where can you do it,
even if it’s just your friends at home putting on a show that only your parents see. It is still directing, and it is
practice. Also find the friends and colleagues that want to do it with you. You can’t do it by yourself. I mean, I
was terrified of actors for the first two or three years. I used to get dancers and do shows without any dialogue
and just try and direct the dancing and play all the music. I just wanted to do big music pieces with dance.
Get together, put it on and you’ll learn a lot.
Is there anything else that you want to say about the piece or anything we’ve spoken about today?
I think what’s exciting about Happy End is that it’s quite a rare piece. Every singer that has auditioned for us
and is in the cast has never heard of it before, so I think there’s something exciting about bringing a piece to
audiences who won’t bring many expectations, in a good way. There is no other version of Happy End in their
mind, like if you were doing Into the Woods or West Side Story, so I’m excited that it’ll be very fresh.
I think the politics that Brecht was writing about ninety years ago are still very relevant, so I’m really interested
to see how that lands.
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Drama & Theatre Studies – Activities
Activity one: Analysing subtext
Research Brecht and Happy End then write a 1,000-word essay that addresses the following topic:
How does Happy End relate to the social context in which it was created and is it still a relevant work today?

Activity two: Epic theatre
Read about the epic theatre devices and techniques Brecht commonly used in his plays, found on page 16 of
this resource.
Then, after watching Victorian Opera’s production of Happy End, have a discussion with your classmates about
how some of these techniques, if any, were used and why they may have been employed. Did they achieve a
Brechtian effect?

Activity three: Character analysis
Watch Victorian Opera’s production of Happy End then choose one of the characters below and complete a
written analysis.
•
•
•

Lieutenant Lilian Holiday
Bill Cracker
The Lady in Gray (The Fly)

In your analysis, consider and comment on the following elements:
1. Describe some of the characteristics of the character you’ve chosen.
2. What is the purpose of this character within the context of the play?
3. What relationship do they have with other characters in the work and do these relationships bring out any
particular character traits we don’t see when / if they’re alone?
4. What are some of the techniques or dramatic elements that the actor employs to depict this character on
stage?
5. Is there anything you may have done differently if you were playing this role?

Activity four: Creating epic theatre
Choose a scene from a play that falls within the epic theatre style and in groups, recreate a performance of it
for your classmates.
In your preparation and rehearsals, identity the characteristics that make it an epic theatre piece and discuss
why these techniques have been used within the context of the play.

Activity five: Write your own play
Read the interview with Director, Matthew Lutton, on pages 18-21 of this resource, and note the themes that
are central to Happy End.
Then, in groups of three, write your own play that features similar themes within the context of modern-day
society.
Finally, rehearse and perform your play, book in hand, for your classmates. You may have to borrow some of
your classmates if you have more than three characters in your play.
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The Arts – Visual Arts & Design
Interview with the Set and Costume Designer, Marg Horwell
In the interview below, designer Marg Horwell discusses her designs for Victorian Opera’s production of Happy
End and the way she worked with the rest of the creative team to develop the set and costumes.
She also discusses her path to becoming a designer and how working in different art forms has helped develop
her style of design across a variety of art forms. Finally, she provides some important tips on how to pursue a
career as a designer.
Tell us about your designs for this production of Happy End. What can audiences expect to see on stage?
For the set of Happy End, we need two locations in the show. One is a bar, an old bar in Chicago, and the other
is a mission, like the Salvation Army Hall. Matthew Lutton, the director, and I have been interested in where
those two worlds meet, and how any form of corruption or any form of faith might blend into each other
where those two worlds meet. We looked at a lot of big old halls that we’re probably all a little bit familiar
with because we’ve seen a concert there or we’ve gone there for a wedding reception or a rehearsal, those
ones that could be a big old building that was turned into a mission or a bar. So, the architectural features of
something that could be either or could be both. We’ve made a tiered space which is also a reference to those
hierarchical old Renaissance paintings that have the angel at the top and then the people around them and
then down the bottom are the poor and the sinners. So this kind of tiered space where the mission is at the top
and we go down to the bar and then down to the stage and then down to the orchestra. We’ve also raised our
orchestra up a little bit, so they’re part of that graduated space. Where the line is between the bar and mission,
we think they’ll be very well delineated in the first two acts, but then by act three it’s all the one space so
people from the mission can be in the bar and vice versa. It should be that the line has disappeared.
Costume wise… It is a German work written in the late 1920s and set in Chicago. It feels to me like it’s the
impression of something, it’s not actually a show in America about America. It’s the German impression of
what America is and now we as an Australian opera company are doing this historical German piece about
early capitalism in America. So it feels several times removed from its naturalistic source and I’ve tried to
approach the costume design in a similar way. That is, a little bit of what our impression of a uniform is or what
our impression of a gangster is now, which is very different to what it used to be. They are a blend of styles
between say the 1920s and maybe the 1980s or 90s. It should feel like it’s of its own world, like a period piece
but there are lots of details in there that are not true to period. I’m not looking at very realistic uniforms and
things like that, they’re kind of a new impression of that uniform that feels of the time, but without the historic
detail, just taking those steps to remove ourselves from the original piece, which feels like it’s in the spirit of
presenting that work now.
What type of research did you do and where did you draw your influence from for both the set and costumes?
Sometimes depending on what it is, I’ll go and look at what other people have done, especially if it’s a big
famous opera and it’s been done thousands and thousands of times. I often like to see what the mythology of
the piece is. But this work hasn’t been performed often and doesn’t necessarily have a lot of resources and it’s
difficult to find a version to watch the whole thing, which is also really interesting.
I didn’t start looking at the period. I started looking at what my impression of a gangster is or what a
contemporary version of a gangster is and investing in the mythology of that, the mythology of the church and
the mythology of a gangster. I watched The Wire again and I watched movies like Fight Club and Reservoir Dogs,
and shows and films that were, I guess, all of a specific era, but it felt like redefining what that might mean
for us now. They’re very stylised, contemporary works. Even The Wire feels very fashionable and the amazing
choices in that world that are very true to a specific time and the mythology of the hierarchy in that world. So,
I watched a lot of movies and a lot of television.
Then I looked back at the time and looked at what was happening in capitalism. The year that the opera was
written was the year that Mickey Mouse was first drawn. It felt like the beginning of the capitalist tropes that
we see now. So that felt like a kick to start putting in some contemporary references or things that we know
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that relate back to that time. I looked at lots of Salvation Army halls that were renovated and then renovated
again and then renovated again so they feel like these shells with pieces stuck on over the years or pieces
knocked out or pieces painted over. Imbuing the space with that kind of a history felt exciting and appropriate.
As part of his staged works, Brecht believed that minimal set, costume and props should be used in his
productions. Is this something you took into consideration when designing the set and costumes, and
considering the props that would be used in this work?
Just at the start of the pandemic I was working on a production of Our Town, the Thornton Wilder piece, in
Switzerland and read a lot about Thornton Wilder. Wilder did the show with just no set and it had a ladder which
was meant to be a house and they stripped it right back and were very prescriptive about what to use in terms
of minimalism. But what that piece was trying to do, I think, was to work against what was happening in theatre
at that time, which was an incredibly realistic, black box set: fully realised, all the props real, trying to convince
an audience that something was real, or to have them invest in something as though it was real. It felt like
Wilder’s minimalist design was a reaction to the contemporary theatre trend.
I think what we’ve done is taken the spirit of that, but now our relationship to theatre is a bit different and we
can see a lot of minimal productions. We see a lot of stripped back versions of those shows that’s almost the
norm in German theatres at the moment. So, if we are reacting to what’s happening now, I guess part of that is
not true realism, but I think what we’ve done is try to embrace the theatres. Our set sits within the proscenium:
you can see the theatre all around it, you can see performers come in and out of the space, you can see them
step off the stage and the line between the set and the theatre is blurred. We think we’ll see theatre lights, and
potentially a smoke machine that’s declared. So, I think, that’s perhaps our version of that. Our set is somewhat
incomplete, like it’s a version of a building, but there are pieces missing so that we can have that theatre break
into the space and light that space.
I guess the long answer is yes, we have. But I feel like, and this is incredible presumptuous to say, I wonder if
Brecht’s work now would be working against something slightly different to what they were working on then.
But yeah, I think probably the principles of it are embedded in our production.
What sort of details do you include in your designs for the people making them?
I make a set model and the set model is pretty accurate so that the actors know, and we all know, what
that looks like. From the model then I would also include references which would indicate what to use, for
example, for the wood panelling section of our set, so I’ve included references of what that should look like
and the colour and details like that. I’ve got a section that should look like dirty paint or like something’s been
ripped off, or there are lights that have been stuck on and some of those are drawn from real things. I’ve got
photographs that I’ll often include in a pack.
For props, I would include references for all the props because a lot of it should look vintage, they are a
starting point. Sometimes I’ll include up to four references and it could be that we’re looking for anywhere
between number one and four, and hopefully we’ll find something great. Or, information around what the
priority is. So, the colour is the most important thing or that someone has to stand on it is the most important
thing. I include as much information as possible about what the things have to do or what the things have to say
or look like.
With costume I do costume sketches that are pretty detailed, but with Happy End it’s a little more complicated
because we’ll buy costumes and make others. The designs are more like a sketch of what I want to see on
stage and then we’ll try and find the pieces around that. I like to be quite involved in the buying and sourcing
process because I know that if I need a green jacket and an orange jacket, and I find a great orange jacket for
a character, then I know that’ll work because I can change an orange one to green or to something else in the
colour palette. I do provide a lot of detail, but I know that because some of those things are objects we find
rather than make, there’s a little bit of flexibility in them.
How involved are you in the creation of the costumes and set build?
By the time we’re at this stage of drawing things into a plan, we’ve already had a few meetings with builders
where we’ve had to cut out details because of budget constraints, or we’ve had to change things because
of safety, or tweak things, like lowering our ceiling by twenty centimetres means that now we are more
cost effective or something like that. So, there’s a little bit of to and fro with them. Then the final plans are
submitted to builders and we’re fortunate on this production to have one building company do the whole set.
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It’s then just about me liaising with them. I’ll check in with them, they’ll send me progress photos and I’ll go
and check the progress in person. It’s now about communicating about the next steps and I’ve provided colour
references and things like that, so each step I’ll check in and keep an eye on the progress.
We’re making a few costumes on this and we’re finding a few so it’s more involved, I think. Because there are
lots of moving parts, it’s a bigger chorus and some of them are playing three roles, we are hoping to find a lot
of stuff also, so we’re more sustainable. But also, it’s something that I think sometimes you can find the best
one-off thing that you couldn’t necessarily have made or something that’s super old or really worn which you’d
really have to work to make it look authentic. I’m hoping to find some excellent one-off great things.
If we’re making the whole show, which we did on Lorelei, then it’s a collaboration with me and a dressmaker
and then the performer to sculpt that into existence. This production is more like a collage I think, so finding
bits and pieces and then filling in the gaps and looking at everyone as a whole and looking at the people within
the set. We’ve split them into three groups as well, so there’s the fold, the gang and the Salvation Army and
they’ve all got their own distinct palette within that world as well. We’re in the thick of it now trying to find bits
and pieces or finding one great thing and making an outfit out of that. It’s a little bit different to when you’re
making everything. We’ll make a few things on this, but most of it, I think, will be found.
Is it important to have a good working knowledge of how costumes and sets are created and to have the
language you need to communicate the details of your designs?
I think so but I don’t think that needs to be something that’s an intimidating thing if you don’t know the
terminology, or if you don’t know how to speak to people like that. Whatever way you find best to be able
to express what you’re trying to say, whether that’s by drawing something, whether it’s by making a model,
whether it’s by finding a lot of references and sticking them together. I think as long as you have a language
with the people who are building things for you or who you’re collaborating with, that’s okay. There are many
different ways to get to that point without being a builder or knowing a lot of terminology. Also, once you’ve
worked for a while you absorb some of those things, so you know a lot of that terminology just by talking to
people and learning what the terms are or how things go together. I think that makes you a more considerate
designer at the other end and actually a more sustainable designer where you are aware of materials, so you
apply that knowledge to what you’re designing. I think that there are many different ways to approach what
that is, and my best advice would be to find the best language between you and your people. If that’s drawing
tiny sketches on a napkin, that’s totally okay, as long as you’re both on the same page and there’s a method for
you to be able to make sure that you’re speaking about the same things.
How closely do you work with other members of the creative team when developing your designs? Do you
have free reign, or do you all come up with a concept together first and go from there?
Matt Lutton, the director, and Paul Jackson, the lighting designer, and I have collaborated and worked together
quite often. Paul and I have co-designed things together and we know each other’s style well. Matt and I have
worked on quite a few shows where I feel like we’ve got a head start on those conversations. I don’t think it’s
actually about having free reign. I think we have an initial conversation and then often he will be able to say to
me, ‘I’m thinking of a space that can work in this way’, and then I’ll be able to go and find some references and
we’ll meet again saying what about this or what about this. It’s become quite an easy process as opposed to
working with someone for the first time where maybe you need to really work out how you both work or find
out how to have those conversations. Normally I love to collaborate closely with all the creatives on the team
and with this work I feel like it is a very easy conversation to have because we know each other so well. We’re
meeting with Paul at the moment about integrating lighting into the set and about shifts that we can do to
make the collaboration really clean on stage.
When I say a lot of collaboration, I mean a lot of collaboration. I think it’s the best kind of way and then going
into rehearsals where we’re a step ahead again, we’re all on the same page. We’re not figuring out things once
we get to the theatre. I feel like it’s great to know all of that before you get into rehearsals. It doesn’t mean
things can’t change, but I think it just means that you’re giving yourselves every opportunity to progress as
quickly as possible.
Tell us a little bit about yourself. What was it about design that made you want to become a designer, and do
you work in any other forms of design?
I didn’t study design, I studied creative arts. I knew that I wanted to keep studying theatre and I knew that I
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wanted to keep studying visual art. I didn’t really think about theatre design, I just knew that I wanted to keep
both of those things in play, I didn’t want to have to choose between the two. Throughout university we did a
lot of amateur new work and met a lot of people who were making their own work and writing their own work.
It happened very organically where we all started making work and I was more and more interested in visuals
for live performance and that was something then that after university I pursued really wholeheartedly. But it
was an amazing thing at uni, to be able to meet people and to really work out that that was something that I
wanted to do.
I was very fortunate to have several mentors and some of them official mentorships and then a residency with
Melbourne Theatre Company eventually, so I was able to really learn on the job and in a very practical way,
which is amazing and really worked for me. I think I learn best or create best when it’s active.
I’ve only really started designing opera in the last, say three or four years, but it’s been so excitingly large.
Designing for more people and having more people to populate your designs is thrilling. I started in theatre.
I’ve designed for dance, circus, installation and immersive live performance more recently. I feel like all of
that feeds into each other and that things that I would apply to one helped me work out things in the other.
Collaborating very closely to sound designers and lighting designers is amazing as well and I feel like that’s
changed my practice overtime. But now I feel like I’ve been doing it for about 150 years, and it still feels really
exciting. It’s still something that I’m so excited and fortunate to be able to do. It’s so amazing that I get to do
that all the time.
Have you got any advice for any aspirational designers?
I always think that it’s easy to forget to go and see work, and I know that sounds really basic, but actually just
making sure that you go and see live performance in any form is, I think, the most important thing. It’s to
see what other people are doing, it’s to remember that experiencing something live is incredibly different
to experiencing something on the screen or to watching something separate, and we would know that from
watching theatre on Zoom or watching on streaming services. There’s a reason why those things are live. So,
remembering what it’s like to sit in a theatre or remembering what it’s like to have other people around you is,
I think a really important thing.
See everything and find the people who you like. Find people whose work you admire, find designers that you
love and then contact those people, if they’re people who are working now, and ask them if you can come and
see their work or if you can have a coffee. A lot of people get in contact with me, which is great, just to even
say, ‘I don’t quite know what to do next’ or ‘I’m around, can I come and sit in on a bump in or something?’, just
so that you can absorb as much as possible.
Then find the people who are making work who will be your collaborators. When I was really young, a mentor
of mine said find your directors and find your other collaborators and start a conversation, and then you’re
progressing that conversation as you go, which is a real luxury. I was so sceptical of that when she said that to
me and I thought you should be able to work with anyone, but actually, yeah, find your like-minded people.
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Visual Arts & Design – Activities
Activity one: Designing the costumes
Read the synopsis of Happy End on page 4 of this resource then read the interview with the production’s
director, Matthew Lutton, on pages 18-21.
Now that you have a sense of the action that takes place in the story and the concept behind Victorian Opera’s
production of the work, design the costume(s) for two of the characters listed below.
•
•
•

The Lady in Gray (The Fly)
Bill Cracker
Lieutenant Lilian Holiday

After you’ve finished your designs, read the interview with the production’s set and costume designer, Marg
Horwell, on pages 23-26 of this resource. Take note of the differences between your costume design concepts
and hers and compare the references you each drew inspiration from.
Finally, write an essay that explores the reasoning behind your design choices and how they relate to the
concept Matthew discussed in his interview, including any reference images you used for inspiration. You
should also discuss the notes you made comparing your designs with Marg’s.

Activity two: Designing the set
Read the synopsis of Happy End on page 4 of this resource then read the interview with the production’s
director, Matthew Lutton, on pages 18-21.
Now that you have a sense of the action that takes place in the story and the concept behind Victorian Opera’s
production of the work, design the set for the production. Will you create two entirely separate spaces that
require scene changes during the performance or will the basic structure remain the same with a differently
dressed space?
After you’ve finished your designs, read the interview with the production’s set and costume designer, Marg
Horwell on pages 23-26 of this resource. Take note of the differences between your set design concept and
hers and compare the references you each drew inspiration from.
Finally, write an essay that explores the reasoning behind your design choices and how they relate to the
concept Matthew discussed in his interview, including any reference images you used for inspiration. You
should also discuss the notes you made comparing your designs with Marg’s.

Activity three: Class discussion
Before you watch a performance of Victorian Opera’s Happy End, read the interview with the production’s set
and costume designer, Marg Horwell, found on pages 23-26 of this resource. Take note of her description of
this production’s design concept and the references she drew inspiration from.
After the performance, discuss the transition from design sketch to stage with your classmates. Did you like
the design and do you think the concept that Marg explained was clear? Could you see the influence of the
research Marg undertook in the costumes and set?
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Visual Arts & Design – Activities
Activity four: Collaboration is key
In her interview on pages 23-26 of this resource, Marg Horwell discusses the importance of collaboration in
staging a production.
In pairs, choose a play, opera or musical theatre work that you want to design and nominate one person to
design the costumes and the other to design the set.
Read the play, libretto or book to get a sense of the story and do some research on the work before
developing a concept of how you would present this work on stage.
Then, draw some set and costume designs that brings to life the concept you’ve discussed and share any
reference photos that influenced your designs.
Finally, present your work to your classmates, including the below information in your presentation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The name of the work you chose, who it’s by and why you chose it.
The type of research you undertook and how it led to your concept.
The concept you conceived.
The ideas behind your designs and any reference images you used.
The types of materials you want the set and costumes to be constructed from.
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Glossary
Act – A component of the total work, consisting of its own partial dramatic arc.
Aria – An elaborate composition for solo voice with instrumental accompaniment.
Arioso – A recitative of a lyrical and expressive quality.
Bar – Also called a measure. The section between two bar lines containing the number of beats as indicated by
the time signature.
Baritone – The male voice between the tenor and bass.
Bass – The lowest male voice.
Baton – A white stick used by conductors to direct the musicians and singers, allowing the conductor greater
visibility.
Beat – The regular pulse of the music.
Choreographer – The person who designs and creates the movement of the performance, usually in dance
form.
Chorus – In opera or music theatre this refers to a large body of singers.
Chorus master – The person responsible for the rehearsal and preparation of the chorus prior to production.
Composer – The person who writes the music.
Conductor – The person who interprets, directs and cues the orchestra or musical performance, coordinating
the performers and keeping the time through the technique of hand movements.
Designer – The person who designs the overall look of the production, including the sets, costume, props and
lighting.
Director – The person who is in charge of the artistic features of the production.
Dress rehearsal – Often the final rehearsal of all the component parts of the production in full costume.
Duet – A composition for two performers of equal importance.
Ensemble – A group of performers performing together.
Excerpt – A short extract from a piece of music.
Finale – The last movement of a work that contains more than one movement.
Harmony – The chordal (vertical) structure of a musical composition in contrast to the linear (single melody
line) structure.
Interlude – A section of music between acts.
Intermission – A break in the performance that allows the audience to leave the auditorium.
Key – The tonal centre around which a composition is based, often indicated by a key signature.
Leitmotif – The representation of characters, typical situations and recurring ideas by musical motifs.
Libretto – The text of an opera. In music theatre the libretto is commonly referred to as ‘the book’.
Lighting designer – A lighting designer works with the creative team to create the lighting, atmosphere,
and time of day for the production in response to the book, while keeping in mind issues of visibility, safety,
and cost. They also work closely with the stage manager who will queue the system controller during a
performance.
Mezzo-soprano – The second highest female voice.
Mise en scène – The arrangement of the scenery, props, etc., on the stage of a theatrical production.
Modes – In music, any of several ways of ordering the notes of a scale according to the intervals they form
with the tonic, which then provides a theoretical framework for the melody.
Music theatre – A form of theatrical performance that combines songs, spoken dialogue, acting and dance.
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Opera – A staged drama set to music, comprised of vocal pieces with instrumental accompaniment and usually
with orchestral overtures and interludes.
Opera buffa – Also known as ‘comic opera’, an opera with a large mixture of music, on a light subject with a
happy ending, including comic elements.
Opera seria – Also known as ‘serious opera’, an opera with dramatic, serious content often with a tragic ending.
Orchestra – A large ensemble of instruments divided into four main sections: strings, woodwind, brass and
percussion.
Orchestration – Utilisation of the instrumentation of an orchestra in the writing of a composition.
Overture – An instrumental introduction to an opera or other musical theatre work.
Principal – One of the main characters.
Pulse – The underlying beat of a piece of music.
Proscenium arch – The part of a stage in front of the curtain that separates the stage from the auditorium and
provides the arch that frames it.
Range – The range from the lowest to highest notes that are played or sung.
Rehearsal – Where the performers and the director establish and refine the dramatic and musical
interpretation of the production.
Rhythm – The regular and irregular pattern of notes of different length in the music.
Repetiteur – A pianist who works as an accompanist and vocal coach for opera.
Scale model box – A scale miniature of the set design made from foam core and card.
Score – The document where all the parts of a work, both instrumental and vocal are notated.
Solo – A piece of music performed by a single performer either alone or with accompaniment.
Soprano – The highest female voice.
Sound Designer – The person who designs the additional sound used in a production.
Sqeezebox – A family of musical instruments consisting of hand-held bellows-driven free reed aerophones
such as the accordion and the concertina. The term is used because these instruments are usually in the shape
of a rectangular prism or box, and the bellows is operated by squeezing in and drawing out.
Stage Manager – The person who manages the running of rehearsals and performances, managing all the
components of the production during performance.
Surtitles – A translation of the words being sung on stage projected onto a screen above the stage.
Synopsis – A summary of the story.
Tempo – The speed of a composition.
Tenor – A high male voice.
Tessitura – The general range of vocal parts.
Time signature – A notation used to specify how many beats in a bar and the note value equivalent to the beat.
Tone – The interval of a major second or a sound of definite pitch and duration.
Tutti – A marking in a score that indicates the use of the whole orchestra and/or all the vocal parts.
Vibrato – A very slight fluctuation of pitch in rapid succession to create warmth in the sound.
Vocal range – The human voice falls into a range from the lowest to highest notes they can reach. The normal
range is around two octaves and is traditionally broken into seven voice types, (from highest to lowest)
soprano, mezzo-soprano, contralto, countertenor, tenor, baritone and bass.
Western music – A musical tradition derived from European cultures spanning the flourishing musical culture
of ancient times to the present day.
Workshop – An exploration of a new work (production, text, music, design).
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